Dear Resident.

May 2017

Survey of Village Parking

Traffic in the High Street has become more and more of a problem and is likely
to get worse without some action by the residents. The perception is that the
majority of the parked cars causing the problem are from outside the Village
and are parked for access to Pangbourne Village and Station avoiding Bridge
and parking fees. There is also the quandary of High Street residents who own
cars but do not have off- street parking.
The purpose of this survey is to find out the facts so that a plan can be devised
to reduce the risk of rush hour traffic jams, anti-social behaviour and cars going
too fast up and down the High Street so as not to hold up other cars who give
way. There are also the concerns of those crossing the road with small children
who, because they are behind solid lines of parked cars, cannot be seen by
motorists.
If everyone would co-operate by completing the attached survey the Traffic
and Parking Action Committee, formed under the banner of The Village Plan,
can begin work on a scheme to improve matters. This may incorporate ideas
such as designated resident parking spaces and a pedestrian crossing in the
High Street near Eastfield Lane. There appears to be little money for public
works but if we work together mountains may be moved.

Rachel Hatcher, Jonathan Steward, Denise Huxtable, Maureen Anne O’Brien,
Angela Browning and Diana Smith.

All information given will be treated as confidential and will not be passed to
third parties.
Name
Address

Tel. No.
(tick)
Number of cars owned by household.
If parked on the public road please give
registration numbers.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Where are cars parked?

Do you have any off-street parking?

Do you have any regular visitors who
need to park on the road? (eg carers, deliverers)

Any other comments/ ideas?

Please return completed survey to Diana Smith, May Cottage, Eastfield Lane,
Or email dianamsmith8@btinternet.com to ask for it to be collected by a
member of the Committee, by Sunday 9 July.
Thank you.

